
Research and Evaluation Working Group Minutes 
October 16, 2020 at 1100 hours Eastern Time 

Participants: Graham Dickson (Chair, CHLNet), Owen Adams (CMA), Ivy Bourgeault (University of Ottawa), 
Dr. Ming-Ka Chan (Max Rady College of Medicine University of Manitoba, and Sanokondu), Susan Drouin 
(McGill U., Ingram School of Nursing), Jaason Geerts (LEADS Canada), Kelly Grimes (CHLNet Executive 
Director), Elizabeth Hartney (RRU), Brenda Lammi (LEADS Canada), Ellen Melis (Unlimited Potential), 
Jonathan Mitchell (HealthCareCAN), John Sproule (IHE), Deanne Taylor (Interior Health), Bill Tholl 
(CHLNet), and Dr. Johny Van Aerde (CSPL). 

Regrets: Stephanie Gilbert (Cape Breton University), Kimberley Simmons (Alberta Health) and Carl-Ardy 
Dubois (University of Montreal)  

Purpose of Meeting 

Graham welcomed everyone including our new member Dr. Ming-Ka Chan. He highlighted the purpose 
of the meeting including: 

• Review progress of multiple projects being sponsored by the R&E WG and CHLNet.
• Share knowledge and expertise pertaining to emergent research projects, methodological

advances, and/or important literature publications—that may influence the future agenda of
CHLNet.

• Explore methods to grow research capacity for CHLNet and member partners

Minutes were approved from April 2020. 

Roundtable Sharing  

Each person shared either: 

• Leadership research/evaluation projects they are involved in;
• A specific research article/paper they would like to share; or
• Leadership research projects they would like to see developed.

Results included: 

• Owen: CMA has been doing a lot of work on virtual care and looking at leadership competencies
in this area. Will be important for Royal College and Family College with new leader competency
in CANMeds.

• Susan: recently taken on administrative function but doing a lot of work in interprofessional
education

• Ming-Ka: shared an article on “Leadership in interprofessional healthcare teams: Empowering
knotworking with followership by Lara Varpio and Pim Teunissen
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• Johny: mapping LEADS framework to CANMeds 2015 for Royal College. As well article on 
Panarchy  through his article “System is on fire — and it was predictable model” in CSPL Journal. 
Plus is doing work on CHLNet’s BenchII follow up for physician leaders.  

• Elizabeth: CHLNet’s Leading Thru COVID project is taking up most of her time currently. Recent 
publications on other projects such as pandemic for alcoholism and best practices in family 
practice and coaching article. Happy to share when ready. 

• John Sproule: discussed shared learning and Leadership Scina in Europe. His IHE boss chairing 
Economic Recovery work – competing initiatives with economic, education attainment and new 
learnings have to happen. He noted it would be interesting for a researcher to do research in 
these perspectives. Keen on trying to develop a health policy academy. Real generational 
difference in perspectives as well as gender. 

• Dee: highlighted work by the Rural Coordination Centre for BC. Group funded through the 
ministry for physicians but is community based. Been around 20 years and built pentagram 
partnership. Powerhouse around rural and equity and integration of Indigenous partnership. 
Two-day summit in June. Huge linkages with the Ministry. Would like to dive into this with this 
group and leadership perspective. Started a new project with Health Transformation Fellowship 
for LTC and provincial quality initiatives and leveling hierarchies but also to collect pocket of 
excellence that goes on in the province. Under their SPOR and will keep us in loop as will be lots 
of papers.  

• Brenda: building coalitions and getting leadership on supply chain perspective with Ann 
Snowdon. 18 national organizations that supported this CIHR grant. 

• Ellen: Working on Leading Thru COVID, along with Dee and Elizabeth. PSW empowerment in the 
health system. Her doctoral work is in this area and trying to find a place for further research. 
Also interesting in leading and keeping people safe; and virtual leadership. 

• Jaason: publication in BMJ leader and coming out next week on best evidence on medical 
leadership development. Publication under review on leadership in crisis and international study 
on leadership in emergency phase of crisis.  

• Ivy: Empowering Women Leader’s group just did a video and part of LEADS based toolkits. 
Broader release is soon. Also ally toolkit and diverse women and leadership. Policy options piece 
just released on women and leadership that showed fewer woman at the leadership table than 
a few years ago and even more during pandemic. A variety of different of decision-making tables 
that are informal and women are not part of. 

• Jonathan: Couple of projects at HealthCareCAN including mental health piece with COVID and 
psychological safety of health care workers. Being done with MHCC and what are lacking 
elements in terms of MH for providers and patients. Would love to share this later and in midst 
of writing up a member’s brief. Latest issue HCM Forum collaborative article on health care in 
Canada survey. Looks at study data over ten years and that HC managers and providers were 
looking at access quite differently than patients.  And piece just published in International 
Journal in Health Care on accreditation and a vehicle for knowledge translation.  

Graham noted that we should continue to use CHLNet to mobilize the knowledge to the hands of people 
who know how to use it.  

https://cjpl.ca/
https://youtu.be/7kOkz00aujI
https://policyoptions.irpp.org/magazines/october-2020/the-missing-voice-of-women-in-covid-19-policy-making/


Building Research Capacity for Health Leadership Together 
Leading Thru COVID: Action Research Project  

Graham and Elizabeth highlighted Phase I of the project with a limited 18 interviews to get preliminary 
results. Elizabeth, Dee and Ellen will explain the axial coding. Will explore the potential of a Phase 2 
where will look at are we able to sustain these new directions. For first phase, there will be 3 
deliverables: technical report on grounded theory for academic journal; another one HCM journal on 
application (Graham and Ellen); and two-page Infographic to be done in next couple of weeks for 
CHLNet’s Network Partner Roundtable. Dee indicated a lot of rich discussion in transcript. Diversity and 
representation of women are important pieces to address in the project as well. Also psychological 
safety and will be helpful for other publications.  

Benchmarking Study  

Kelly provided a quick overview but began by thanking the Steering Group and financial and in-kind 
contributors for their extraordinary efforts. Three reports have been produced: Infographic, Short 
Report, and Technical Report. Subsequent efforts to take a deeper dive have been happening with the 
CHLNet 7 physician groups. As well, beginning efforts with nursing and Indigenous leaders.  Ivy offered 
to provide funding and work with CHLNet on an infographic for women leaders and visible minorities.  

Update on Health Leadership Exchange and Acceleration Working Group  

Key informant interviews and a survey were done last year and compiled into a report. However very 
little was found on virtual learning. The Wise Practices subgroup has been meeting over the summer to 
discuss this gap. A gift has now landed in CHLNet’s lap. Karen Schmaltz, a nurse at Alberta Health 
Services is beginning her doctoral dissertation at Royal Roads University and wants to focus on our Wise 
Practices project.  In mid-October, the subgroup will meet with Karen to discuss her research protocol. 
Feedback that the whole area of digital exclusion needs to be considered in work on digital learning. We 
also have been very fortunate to have Stella Lee (a member of Karen’s dissertation committee, along 
with Graham) of Paradox Learning to agree to give CHLNet as an in-kind contribution advice on best 
practices in this new world (she works outside of health care in AI and eLearning). All this to say, we are 
unfortunately delayed with the toolkit. Ming-Ka and Ellen offered their help with this work. 

Confirmation of Next Steps  

- Next meeting in January/February 2020 
- Next agenda: Rural Coordination Centre for BC (Dee Taylor) 
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